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8/4/2019 - Risk and Macro commentary 

While markets and journalists appear to be blaming the current equities selloff on Donald Trump’s tweets about 

additional tariffs on Thursday 8/1/2019, a closer look at intra-day data also shows a sharp selloff in Equities at 

2:32pm on Wednesday 7/31/2019, in response to  Powell’s rate cut at 2:30pm. (Trumps tweet certainly added fuel to 

the fire on the following day). 

 

This is precisely what should have been expected – rate cuts lead to a deleveraging in equities, resulting in Macro 

policy working in reverse, something central bankers have not figured out yet. On the positive side, I am finally 

hearing Bloomberg TV interviewees – buy side CIOs mostly – finally mentioning interest rate differentials and 

carry, although they usually hedge their comments and do not fully appear to believe their instincts. 

I have written about this – macro working in reverse - at length, starting with my Crisis Notes between 2007 and 

2011, proved it by analyzing money supply and flows of capital in ‘The Failure of Macro economics’ and further 

modelled it in ‘Understanding Beta’ in 2016. Readers might want to read (or reread) them. I will also recommend re-

reading T-Leaf Reading. 

There are two factors preventing a full blown selloff.  

http://shaeshah.blogspot.com/
http://www.mbsmantrallc.com/macro.shtml
http://www.mbsmantrallc.com/var/m_0/00/003/44984/689019-MBS_Mantra_-_Understanding_Beta_-_Determinants_of_the_US_Stock_Market_-_Sep_20_2016.pdf
http://www.mbsmantrallc.com/var/m_0/00/003/44984/793445-T-Leaf_Reading_3-12-2019.pdf
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1) The key variable for carry trades is not the level of Fed Funds or the direction of change, but Interest Rate 

Differentials between funding countries (Japan and Europe mainly) and the US.  Both their central banks 

have already announced their intents to keep policy ‘easy’, with a ECB rate cut expected in September 

while the BOJ is open to further easing. This will keep the differential stable. (In 2007, Bernanke 

unilaterally cut rates, shrinking the differential). 

 

2) I am quite confident that Japan responded to the selloff on 7/31 and again on 8/1 by buying US Treasuries 

to neutralize the Yen strengthening (ie weakening theYen). This was verified (indirectly) by comments 

from a strategist I am friendly with.  

 

The relationship between the S&P and Yen that I first described in the first Crisis Note in 2007 is a result of 

Yen funding being used for quant systematic trading ie Yen shorts fund US longs. (This was responsible 

for and verified by the New Year’s 2019 holiday (1/3/2019 actually) selloff – read my Dec 2018 

newsletter.)  

 

If Japan were NOT to buy USTs, the Yen would continue strengthening and stocks would continue selling 

off as stop-losses get hit, resulting in further sales and at least a March 2018 scenario (Yen went from 113 

to 104), if not a 2007-2011 scenario (Yen went from 123 to 76 by 2011). If the Yen is allowed to 

strengthen, this would cause quant hedge funds that are playing in this trade to suffer losses on both sides 

of their balance sheets – on stocks and on the Yen – leading to liquidations and resulting in an unstoppable 

snowballing of the sell-off. 

As I write this on Sunday night, the Yen is trading below 106.  Beware Yen 105 and then 100. I expect the UST 10 

year to get to my 2017 prediction of 1.5%.  

 

We welcome your questions and comments. 

Regards, Samir 

August 4, 2019 

Samir Shah 

President and CIO 

MBS Mantra, LLC (a CT Registered Investment Advisor) 

"Alpha Through Analysis"® 

203-388-8356 P 

203-273-0360 C 

sshah@mbsmantrallc.com 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/samir-shah-6a9096a 

 

Please visit our website  www.mbsmantrallc.com for important disclosures.

https://static.wpb.tam.us.siteprotect.com/var/m_0/00/003/44984/775748-MBSM_-_Dec_2018.pdf
https://static.wpb.tam.us.siteprotect.com/var/m_0/00/003/44984/775748-MBSM_-_Dec_2018.pdf
tel:(203)%20388-8356
tel:(203)%20273-0360
mailto:sshah@mbsmantrallc.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/samir-shah-6a9096a
http://www.mbsmantrallc.com/
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Important Notice - Disclaimer  

 

This overview is being provided to you by MBS Mantra, LLC (“MBS Mantra” or the “Firm” or the “Adviser”), for 

informational purposes only, on a confidential basis and is intended solely for use by the company or individual to 

whom it is being delivered. Potential investors are advised to request and carefully read and review MBS Mantra’s 

Firm Brochure (Form ADV Part 2), and other documents, if any, provided by MBS Mantra (the “Documents”).  

Under no circumstances should this overview be used or considered as an offer to sell, or a solicitation of any offer 

to buy, interests in any securities, funds, other financial products or investment strategies managed by MBS Mantra, 

nor shall it or its distribution form the basis of, or be relied upon in connection with, any contract for advisory 

services or otherwise.  

 

The information contained with this brochure has not been audited and is based upon estimates and assumptions. No 

reliance should be placed, for any purpose, on the information or opinions contained in this overview. The 

information contained in this brochure is based upon proprietary information of MBS Mantra and public 

information, but it may not be comprehensive, and it should not be interpreted as investment advice. No 

representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is given as to the accuracy or completeness of the 

information or opinions contained in this overview by MBS Mantra or by its affiliates and any of their principals, 

members, managers, directors, officers, employees, contractors or representatives.  

 

Investors must make their own investment decisions based on their specific investment objectives and financial 

position. Charts, tables and graphs contained in this overview or in the Documents are not intended to be used to 

assist an investor in determining which securities to buy or sell or when to buy or sell securities. While this overview 

may contain past performance data, PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS, 

WHICH MAY VARY. There can be no assurance that any investment strategy will achieve its investment objective 

or avoid substantial or total losses. Except as required by law, MBS Mantra assumes no responsibility for the 

accuracy and completeness of any forward-looking statements. Further, MBS Mantra does not provide legal and tax 

advice; MBS Mantra recommends that investors consult with their own independent tax and legal advisers.  

 

Any example represents an actual trade made by Samir Shah, MBS Mantra’s principal, and/or MBS Mantra; any 

hypothetical represents a possible trade. None of the examples, whether actual or hypothetical, contained in this 

overview and the Documents should be viewed as representative of all trades made by MBS Mantra, but only as 

examples of the types of trades MBS Mantra expects to complete for its customers. None of the examples provided 

can in and of themselves be used to determine which securities to buy or sell, or when to buy or sell them. It should 

not be assumed that recommendations made in the future will be profitable or will equal the performance of the 

securities used as examples in these Documents. To the extent that this document contains statements about the 

future, such statements are forward looking and subject to a number of risks and uncertainties, including, but not 

limited to, the impact of competitive products, product demand and market risks, fluctuations in operating results 

and other risks. (A complete list of trades made by Samir Shah and/or MBS Mantra is available upon request.)  

 

This overview and all Documents provided by MBS Mantra should only be considered current as of the date of 

publication without regard to the date on which you may receive or access the information. MBS Mantra maintains 

the right to delete or modify the information without prior notice; MBS Mantra undertakes no obligation to update 

such information, including, but not limited to, any forward-looking statements, as of a more recent date, except as 

otherwise required by law. 


